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Chapter 1 : Books by Jon Sharpe (Author of Seven Wagons West)
Canyon O'Grady trades in his ten-gallon hat for c Want to Read. Shelving menu.

Gray For The Signal February 20, When the law of the land failed to deliver justice in the late 19th century,
the remedy was often sought with a gun. The Great Castaic Range War started when neighboring ranchers laid
claim to the same tract of land. The bloody conflict was the most enduring feud in southern Californian
history, lasting more than a quarter of a century. It claimed at least eight lives, some of them innocent
bystanders. Several sources claim as many as 21 lives were lost in the dispute. Six years later, he established a
ranch he named the Lazy Z. Killing starts The killing started in Chormicle had purchased 1, acres from the
railroad, the same land that W. Jenkins was already ranching. Gardner opened fire, killing two of the work
party. The third man, year old Jose Olme, narrowly escaped by grabbing the harness of a fleeing horse. He ran
behind the frightened animal, using it as a shield from the flying bullets. The gunmen immediately fled the
scene and went into hiding. Ten days later, they were flushed out of Piru Canyon, and surrendered to local
sheriffs. They pleaded self-defense while protecting their property rights. Trial The trial lasted 18 days in June
, and was one of the longest trials ever conducted in Los Angeles County at the time. One side described a
cowardly ambush; the other a face-to-face, armed encounter. The defense argued an underlying feud was the
real cause of the problems. After 20 minutes of deliberation, the jury returned a verdict. They found the
defendants Chormicle and Gardner not guilty of any crime. The outcome appears to have demonstrated
support for the more popular families involved in the dispute, rather than adhering to the strict letter of the
law. The acquittal infuriated W. Jenkins, so the feud was on in earnest. Jenkins-Chormicle The violent,
long-running Jenkins-Chormicle feud was a colorful and cruel saga of barn burnings, ambushes and running
gun battles on horseback. Jenkins and Chormicle picked up their weapons over every road-building, mining
claim, grazing rights and water issue. On one tragic occasion, a girl was accidentally killed in the crossfire.
While this sounds likes lawless anarchy to us today, these early settlers viewed their own actions differently,
and perhaps with some justification. Given no other alternative, they were striving to bring order to a situation
where the law was unclear or inadequate. The railways and the Federal Government were embroiled in their
own dispute over the ownership of this same parcel of land, so the feuding factions could be viewed as victims
of a situation outside their control. There is no doubt that the principle players, Jenkins and Chormicle, were
two ornery, rough-and-tumble, gun-toting, card-playing men in the tradition of the old Wild West. To put their
life and times into historical perspective, they met in the same decade as the famed gunfight at the O. To add
another dimension to his colorful character, W. Jenkins was not averse to a little swindling. In , Jenkins
learned that swampland could be purchased cheaply under a special government program, provided the land
was surveyed by boat. No swamp Castaic had no swamp, so Jenkins tried to circumvent the law by mounting a
boat on wheels and having it pulled by a horse. However, Chormicle and some other ranchers exposed the
scheme. Jenkins was furious when his attempt to swindle the government was thwarted. Nonetheless, Jenkins
had a propensity for successful business dealings. He established a pioneer oil well in Pico Canyon in Lazy Z
His Lazy Z ranch became well known for breeding and training excellent race horses. Asked whether he had
threatened to kill a man, Chormicle replied: I told him that if he interfered with the girl driving the cattle, I
would take some of the boys down with a rope and hang him. He generally rode in a buggy and let his
six-shooter lie on the seat beside him. He wore two six-guns and usually carried a rifle in case any argument
started at long range. However, the feud was only in abatement â€” not ended. Jenkins, then 80, miraculously
survived. After Jenkins recovered from his wounds, Chormicle was shot to death in The locals were
convinced that Jenkins was to blame. However, the feud was still not over. The shot that eventually quelled all
the gun play was fired by William Billy Rose. He was the brother of local legend, Annie Rose Briggs, who
spent much of her life searching for the Lost Padres gold mine. It was partly Rose-family land that Jenkins had
tried to swindle with his horse-drawn boat stunt in Final conflict The final conflict occurred in when Jenkins
was herding cattle into Charlie Canyon near Castaic. They met face to face. Firearms were drawn, shots rang
out, and Jenkins rolled from his saddle hitting the ground with a heavy thud. Reports of the encounter vary.
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Local lore said Jenkins was killed in the exchange, but it seems the year-old Jenkins survived yet again. An
obituary reports Jenkins dying of a sudden illness while visiting relatives in Los Angeles in October If so, he
would have been 86, and reportedly the survivor of seven separate gun shot wounds. Ironically, much of the
land disputed with so much violence and bloodshed now lies submerged at the bottom of the reservoir behind
Castaic Dam. Gray is a freelance writer and amateur historian living in Agua Dulce.
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Chapter 2 : FictFact - Canyon O'Grady series by Jon Sharpe
The Great Land Swindle (Canyon O'Grady) [Jon Sharpe] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Through a chance meeting with his old buddy Paddy McNamara, lawman Canyon O'Grady learns of a plot involving an
assassination.

Diving in the poisoned waters of the Jew-owned rock music industry of yesterday and today Introduction: Far
from it, all this conspiracy started long ago, and it is not coincidence the s were probably the era in which this
agenda started fully fledged. One of the most important aspect of this music subculture has always been the
aim to separate generations of folks. The funny thing is that, surprise-surprise, we can find something very
akin to that in the Bible of all places: I came not to send peace, but a sword. Is it my imagination or we are
getting the same agenda of generational separation from both ends of the spectrum? It will vanish and shrink.
Jesus was all right but his disciples were thick and ordinary. Stewart it seems David himself is a Christian. I
would specifically focus on the West Coast, the epicenter of the Hippie movement. Notice the hand gestures.
As for Jefferson Airplane the number of Jews in its line-up increases and decreases according to different
sources. A Cohen on top of the pyramid scheme. Janis Ian Janis Eddy Fink: Famous producer Leonard
Bernstein made sure the fucking song was going to get lots of airplayâ€¦ and boy it did. Bill Graham real name
Wulf Wolodia Grajonca holding some memento mori for the camera. Later on in life Graham died in a
helicopter crash that was in Stone was the announcer and DJ at many of the shows. Allen Ginsberg, circa
Allen Ginsberg is someone who does not need any presentation either. I would just recommend reading Dr.
Ginsberg was a drug-crazed, homosexual, Communist Jew. I do not use any of those terms lightly. He was
very homosexual, very Communist, and very Jewish, and he was a big promoter of drug use by young people
back during the s and s. Nor was he a poet, if we have any reasonable definition of what constitutes poetry. Of
course, he pretended to be both a guru and a poet, and the media vigorously supported his pretensions. He was
simply a degenerate piece of filth. His mind was a sewer. He was a con man, who made a good living from his
pretensions. There are a few quotes from said article which I would like to include next for the sake of brevity:
Dylan certainly did that. I hope that clarifies the case even further: Stefan Grossman, Danny Kalb, Roy
Blumenfeld the drummer in the Blues Project whose father was an orthopaedic surgeon , Andy Kulberg, Al
Kooper, Michael Bloomfield who detested the White middle-class, conformist suburbia of his childhood ,
among others. He became a house producer for Jac Holzman who owned the label. I ignore if Paul A. I have
not found evidence of it anywhere though. Afterword I hope this helps to give an overview to the reader on the
scope these Jews had in the so-called counter-culture of the sixties. Even if the book is far from being perfect
the author refuses to name the Jew for some reason, even if the names are there to be seen in plain sight I
highly recommend it reading. I wrote a good review of it here at Renegade if you want to check it out in my
article The Flower Power Conspiracy. Next amazing episode will be about the role Jews played in the music
industry back in the s, s and beyond.
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Chapter 3 : International travel nursing jobs in Colorado, Utah, Montana, Idaho and Wyoming
Canyon O'Grady - The Great Land Swindle, Soldier's Song and Silver Slaughter - set of 3 Westerns - Printing [Jon
Sharpe] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Advertisement for Dutch Flat Wagon Road, Daniel Strong of Dutch Flat invited railroad surveyor and chief
engineer of the Central Pacific Railroad Theodore Judah to come and evaluate a possible route across the
Sierra Nevada mountains. One of the first large mining ditches to reach Dutch Flat had, in effect,
demonstrated the existence of easy grades up to Emigrant Gap ; from there, the line of the old Donner Trail
across the Sierra Nevada was also such that a railroad could be built. Leland Stanford , Collis P. San Francisco
investors, Sierra miners, and even the general public believed that the Central Pacific Railroad was focused
only on getting their line built to Dutch Flat. Other Californians believed the whole railroad construction
project a scam and that no one, not even "Crazy Judah," had ever really figured out a practicable route through
the Sierra range. The perception of greed and avarice raised the ire of many. San Francisco newspapers boldly
accused the Central Pacific of planning only to lay track up to Dutch Flat and no further. Numerous articles
and pamphlets arguing against the "Great Dutch Flat Swindle! There will never be a railroad via Dutch Flat to
Nevada Territory. There are obstacles which cannot be overcome. The Pacific Railroad will follow another
route, not through Sacramento or anywhere else in the vicinity. Obviously, there was no doubt among the Big
Four that the Central Pacific line would eventually connect with the Union Pacific somewhere in Utah or the
Nevada territory. Mining operations at Dutch Flat reached their peak during the s, with thousands of miners
working the surrounding area. Prior to the s, gold mining was often a solitary and small-scale pursuit. In
January , however, in a historic verdict, a United States District Court banned the flushing of debris into
streams. Implementing the decision was difficult, as many miners refused to accept the court decision. Court
challenges were filed, injunctions were disobeyed, inspectors were threatened with violence, but eventually
hydraulic operations were brought to an end. In , Dutch Flat had a population of 6, including 3, Chinese.
Adjoining the pioneer American cemetery just above the town is the Chinese burial grounds. Culture[ edit ] In
the 19th century, Dutch Flat was referred to by residents as "the Athens of the Foothills.
Chapter 4 : Canyon O'Grady | Awards | LibraryThing
The complete series list for - Canyon O'Grady Jon Sharpe. Series reading order, cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews,
awards, publishing history, genres, and time period.

Chapter 5 : Dutch Flat, California - Wikipedia
The Great Land Swindle (Canyon O'Grady) by Jon Sharpe: Soldier's Song How do series work? To create a series or
add a work to it, go to a "work" page. The.

Chapter 6 : The Great Castaic Range War â€“ ROMERO CANYON, CASTAIC CALIFORNIA
Find the complete Canyon OGrady book series by Jon Sharpe. Great deals on one book or all books in the series. Free
US shipping on orders over $

Chapter 7 : Canyon O'Grady Series by Jon Sharpe
The great land swindle. [Jon Sharpe] -- Through a chance meeting with his old buddy Paddy McNamara, lawman
Canyon O'Grady learns of a plot involving an assassination, and soon he is hot on the trail of the conspirators.

Chapter 8 : CliffsNotes Study Guides | Book Summaries, Test Preparation & Homework Help | Written by T
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FictFact - Canyon O'Grady series by Jon Sharpe. Add Canyon O'Grady to the following Lists.

Chapter 9 : Canyon O'Grady Series in Order - Jon Sharpe - FictionDB
Jon Sharpe. Canyon O'Grady (25 books) Follow #1 Dead Men's Trails () #10 The Great Land Swindle () #11 Soldier's
Song () #12 Railroad Renegades.
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